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LUDLOW MATRIX CABINETS

Universal Matrix Cabinets

channel on the inner section of each l^raati
J.'woTd

20-case, right hand pull $682.50 MECCA
20<ase left hand pull 682.50 MEDEA

Universal Cabinets of divided-pull are

not contemplated.

The above prices include 20 cases for

versal cabinets should specify the number

to be included with each Universal cabinet.

Universal Cabinets are to be sold com-
plete with 20 cases. Skeleton Universal

Cabinets are not to be sold.

Matrix Cabinet Cases for Universal Cabinets

AMC-148 Right-hand Universal Matrix-

Cabinet Cases for W matrices only 24.75
AMC-149 Left-hand Universal Matrix-

SAMES

Cabinet Cases for %" matrices only 24.75 SALSE
AMC-151 Right-hand Universal Matrix-

Cabinet Cases for 1V4" matricea 24.75 SAMAJ
AMC-152 Left-hand Universal Matrix-

Cabinet Cases for 1 lA" matrices 24.75

AMC-154 Right-hand Universal Matrix-

Cabinet Cases for 1W matrices 40.25 SAILS
AMC-155 Left-hand Universal Matrix-

Cabinet Cases for IW matrices 40.25 SAMPS
When complete Universal matrix cab-

f\
inets are purchased and V/i" drawers are

substituted for standard Va" or IVi" draw-

ers, an allowance of is made foi$24.75

the standard drawer removed from the

Universal cabinet

^

r~*
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Auxiliaries for Universal Cabinets

Stick Rack (AMC124) $20.00 ALGAM
Sliding Copyholder, R. H. (AMC189) 11.80 ALOOF

L H, (AMC189J)... H.80 ALONG
Light Fixture (AMC29A) 31.25 MEDIA

Space Trays for Universal Cabinets

Vs" Roman (AMC-120A) 11.80 MERIC
Eta ic (AMC-121A) 11.80 MESHY
':• lh< , l» ,J f

. r

VA" Italic {AMC 119V&) 6.85 ELULS
1W Roman No. AMC-169 9.25 PIUTE

Division Quad Trays for Universal Cabinet

Vs" Roman & Italic (AMC-122) 5.80 METIS
1 Va" Roman & Italic (AMC-123) 5.80 METES
Italic Filler Blocks (MC-125)
per hundred 8.25 MELDS

Scale for Vertical Channel (MC-1) 2.50 METRE

Universal Matrix Cabinet

The Universal Cabinet weighs 690 lbs., packed for ship-

ment, and 610 lbs. unpacked.
The base of the Universal Cabinet measures 27" x 30".

space case has been omitted to save space so the height
of the cabinet and the angle of the top of the cabinet are the

same on the Universal Cabinet as on the angle-top cabinet,

although the matrix cases are much larger.

The inside dimensions of the matrix cases of the Universal
Cabinet are 24" x 26".

The cases are equipped with a combination label holder
and case handle. The case slides are equipped with roller

bearings and so constructed that there is practically no sag
when a full case is completely open. The cases may be opened
or closed easily, regardless of the number of matrices in the

with overloaded cases of type cabinets and of other large

matrix cabinets on the market.
There is ample room in each case for a font and a sorts font

of the bolder extended faces of IW and Va" matrices and at

mately 70% more W matrices and approximately twice ai

many VA" matrices as cases of our regular matrix cabinet
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perior figures or other extra matrices intended for use with
a particular font. The scale is provided, when specified, for at-

^_ taching along-side this channel for use with the single-slug-
casting plan of producing long lines from 114" matrices.

Tool Drawer. A large tool drawer with a separate compart-
ment for Ludlow molds is in the usual position. When the
Universal Cabinet is packed for shipment, the copy holder,
micas and removable brass partitions are placed in the Tool

modates ten sticks and is attachable to the front of the cabinet.

Sliding Copyholder, The sliding copyholder, sold as extra
equipment, is the same as the sliding copyholder for the

Light Fixture. The light fixture, sold as extra equipment, is

the same as the light fixture for the regular matrix cabinet.

Space Trays and Division Quad Trays. These trays, for use
on top of cabinet, are to be sold separately as extra equipment,
in accordance with the particular requirements of the corn-

Italic Filler Blocks. These are to be sold separately for each
Italic body matrix font. They prevent Italic body matrices from

easily slipped into position or removed.

Angle-Top Matrix Cabinets with

Standard W Cases

^ 20-case, right hand pull $415.00 ALOFT
20-case, left hand pull 415.00 ALONE

Skeleton Angle-Top Matrix Cabinets

With space case and tool drawer only,
standard cases being removed and re-

placed with false case front inserts.

f" (Prices include required number of inserts.)

20-case, right hand pull 237.50 AISNE
20-case, left hand pull 237.50 AIVER
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The false case front inserts included w
the skeleton steel matrix cabinet may

Matrix Cases

Right hand pull (AMC 172) 9.50 ADIGE
Left hand r.

For Roman matrices U'/l")

Right hand cap-and-lower case(AMC 5A) 19.00 ADMIX
Left hand cap-and-lower case(AMC 6A) 19.00 ADOHE
Right hand cap only (AMC 1 1A) 19.00 ADOOR
Left hand cap only (AMC 12A) 19.00 ADOWA
For Italic matrices <l'/i")

Right hand cap-and-lower case(AMC 7A) 21.25 ADRAR
Left hand cap-and-lower case(AMC 8A) 21.25 ADUSK

Right-handcap-and-lower-case(AMC20) 30.00 ADUSM

" "" spaces only(MC 17) 22.85 ADUST

22.85 ANCOR

the regular Vs" without additional charge.)

When Hi" drawers are substituted for

standard drawers in a new cabinet, allow-

For Angle-top Cabinets
Stick-holder board (AMC 124'A) 14.00 ALOUD
Sliding copy holder, R. H..(AMC 189) 11.80 ALOOF

.' 189Vi) 11.80 ALGAM
Light fixture (AMC 29) 31.25 ALONG

Upright Space Tray
For IVi" space (AMC-141) 11.80 ACORN


